THE TWELVE NEWEST RUGS

THE selection of designs in the 6th edition of Rugcraft has proved so popular that many people have asked, "Where can we find more of the same sort?" This supplement is the answer to that question. The twelve rugs on the opposite page have been carefully chosen to suit the greatest possible variety in taste. For example, Nos. 306 and 309 are simple, rather severe patterns in harmonising colours which would give an effect of cool spaciousness to modern rooms. Those to whom natural motifs make the greater appeal will plump for No. 315 or No. 304. But, flowery or plain, all these rugs will give equally long and faithful service if they are made in Turkey Rug Wool.

Important Note. Since Rugcraft, 6th edition, was published a significant new development has occurred in rug-making with the introduction of the Patwin Rug Wool Cutter. A full description of this invention is given on the back cover of this supplement. Don't miss it on any account!

TURKEY RUG WOOL IS SOLD IN SKEINS OF FOUR OUNCES EACH

A "P & B" Brand
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Use freshly-cut Turkey Wool for these designs

No. 305. 36" x 72"
11 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

No. 307. 27" x 54"
8 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

No. 306. 27" x 54"
8 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

No. 308A. 36" x 72"
9 1/2 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

No. 309. 27" x 54"
7 1/2 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

No. 310. 36" x 72"
10 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

No. 311. 27" x 54"
8 1/2 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

No. 312A. 27" x 54"
6 1/2 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

No. 313. 36" x 72"
12 1/2 lbs. of Turkey Wool required.

Always buy the full amount of Turkey Wool to complete the rug!
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THE PATWIN
REGISTERED IN GREAT BRITAIN
RUG WOOL CUTTER
PATENT No 444081

You could hardly have a simpler machine than this! It cuts rug wool to just the right gauge for making long pile rugs, and every piece is the same length. This is how you use it:
(a) Hold the cutter in your left hand and pass the end of the wool from beneath, up through the tension hole (Fig. 1).
(b) Form a loop and slip the wool through the other two holes. Then turn the short end up the face of the blade carrier marked “Front.” Secure it in the notch on the top (Figs. 2, 3 and 4).
(c) Turn the handle away from you and in three revolutions the wool begins to be cut. To change the blade, simply undo the milled screw (“A” Fig. 4). This frees the half of the blade holder marked “Front.” The used blade can then be removed and a new one inserted. Replace the half of the blade holder again and tighten up the screw. The cutter is ready for use again.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FRESHLY-CUT WOOL
The beauty of a handmade rug is in the completed fabric, and a smooth and perfect pile can only be obtained by using Turkey Rug Wool freshly cut from the hank and quickly knotted into the canvas. This method prevents the cut ends untwisting and loosening the fibres, as will happen in ready-cut wool; it is the only method of giving that smooth and even pile of the perfect hand-made rug.

POINTS TO REMEMBER
In changing to another colour pull wool back from the underside (the side from which it is fed) and insert the new colour.
Oil VERY OCCASIONALLY—ONE DROP of thin machine oil on the underside of the centre spindle.
Remove the blade at times and free any loose strands of wool to maintain clean cutting.
Hang the skein of wool over the left arm or a chair-back when cutting, but do not pull the thread tight as it enters the cutter.

The PATWIN Rug Wool Cutter is made in Great Britain specially for PATONS & BALDWIN'S, LTD.